Remnant dry stone
Remnant dry stone
Existing road side dry stone wall - to be removed
Remnant dry stones (broken wall) - to be removed
Remnant dry stones (broken wall) - to be removed
Remnant dry stones (broken wall)
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Legend
- Arterial Road Potential Bus Route
- Crossing (Pedestrian and Cyclist)
- 400m Walkable catchment (From open space)
- On Road Bike Lane (1.7-2m both sides)
- Off Road Shared Trail (3m)
- Off Road Shared Trail Network (Within Open Space)
- Traffic Signals

Trails, walkways and paths along waterways must be above the 1:10 year flood level. Crossings over waterways must be above the 1:100 year flood level.
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Cross Section N2 (Spiire's Variation)
Connector Street (25.1m)

Cross Section N3 (Variation of GAA Cross Section 9)
Feature Connector Street (20.10m)

Plan N2
With Varying tree placement in nature strip
2.5m tree outstand as kerb extension subject to detail design

Plan N3
With Varying tree placement in nature strip
2.5m tree outstand as kerb extension subject to detail design

Note
Rock wall total with 0.90m approx but carries greatly
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Cross Section N4 (Spiire's Variation)
Connector Street (20.10m)

*Subject to detailed design on landscape masterplan.

Plan N4
With Varying tree placement in nature strip
2.5m tree stand as kerb extension subject to detail design

Cross Section N5 (Variation of GAA Cross Section 6)
Local Access Street Level 2 (25.1m)

Plan N5a - Street Tree Planting Variation 1
Varying tree placement in nature strip
2.5m tree stand as kerb extension subject to detail design
Cross Section N6 (As per GAA Cross Section 7)
Local Access Street level 1 (16m)
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Cross Section - N7 & N8 - Access Street Level 1 Open Space Edge

Cross Section N7 (Variation of GAA Cross Section 7)
Access Street Level 1 Open Space Edge (13m)

Cross Section N8 (Variation of GAA Cross Section 8)
Laneway (7m)

Plan N7 - Street Tree Planting Variation 1
Align tree placement in nature strip

Plan N8
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Cross Section N9 (as per GAA Cross Section 4)
Secondary Arterial Road 4 Lane (43m)
Residential edge roads both sides
Ultimate Doherty's Road

Cross Section - N9 - Doherty’s Road (Ultimate)

Plan N9
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